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We analyze Dykstra's algorithm for two arbitrary closed convex sets in a Hilbert
space. Our technique also applies to von Neumann's algorithm. Various con
vergence results follow. An example allows one to compare qualitative and
quantitative behaviour of the two algorithms. We discuss the case of finitely many
sets. c: 1994 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of finding the projection of a given point in a Hilbert space
onto the nonempty intersection of finitely many closed convex sets arises in
many areas. Perhaps the earliest, but clearly one of the most successful
solutions dates back to von Neumann [18]. He treated the case of two
closed subspaces. Since then, many results have been found for this case.
For a recent overview, see the paper of Deutsch [8].

Dykstra [9] suggested an algorithm which solves the problem for closed
convex cones in a Euclidean space. Boyle and Dykstra [4] showed that
Dykstra's algorithm, which coincides with von Neumann's algorithm for
closed subspaces, solves the problem for general closed convex sets in a
Hilbert space. Han [14] discovered Dykstra's algorithm in a Euclidean
space via duality. The same approach led to a beautiful proof by Gaffke
and Mathar [12]. All these authors discuss numerous applications.
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In this paper, we study Dykstra's algorithm for two arbitrary closed
convex sets in a Hilbert space. Our main theorem generalizes recent results
by Iusem and De Pierro [16] who assumed that the space is finite dimen
sional and the distance between the sets is attained. The paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, the geometry of two sets is briefly discussed. Quan
tities are introduced that are crucial for the understanding of Dykstra's
algorithm for two sets.

A careful analysis of Dykstra's algorithm is given in Section 3. Our main
result also applies to von Neumann's algorithm, as we demonstrate in Sec
tion 4. Specifically, we obtain an apparently new strong convergence result
for two closed affine sets. In Section 5, we provide sufficient conditions for
the main sequences of the two algorithms to be bounded. Examples give
additional insight into the asymptotic behaviour and rates of convergence.
Through reduction to two sets in a suitable product space, we can handle
finitely many sets and also obtain a result for a weighted projections
method. This is done in Section 6, where we conclude with some comments
on the two algorithms for finitely many sets.

A more detailed analysis of some of these topics can be found in the
associated technical report [1]. Throughout the paper, we frequently make
use of the following.

If X is a (always real) Hilbert space, M a closed convex subset, and x
a point in X, then the point in M nearest to x is called the projection of x
onto M and denoted by P MX or PM (x). It is well-known that this point is
characterized by Kolmogorov's criterion:

and

An immediate consequence is the formula for the projection onto a translate
of M: PM+u(x)=a+PM(x-a) for any vectors a, x in X. Given two sub
sets A and B, their distance is defined by

d(A, B) := inf IIA - BII := inf{ Iia - bll: a E A, bE B}.

The fixed point set of a mapping Q from X to X is Fix Q :=
{x EX: Qx = x}. With ~ (rsp. ~) we abbreviate norm (rsp. weak) con
vergence of sequences in X and lim (rsp. lim) stands for limit superior (rsp.
limit inferior) in IR. The closure of a set S in X is denoted by S. Recall
finally that Xn~ x implies Ilxll ~ lim Ilxnll and that X has the Kadec-Klee
property:

These two properties are well-known and easy to verify using the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the parellelogram law.
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2. GEOMETRICAL PRELIMINARIES

Let X be a Hilbert space, A, B, closed convex subsets, and x E X. For
abbreviation, let us define

<5 := d(A, B) and

LEMMA 2.1. (i) The vector v is the unique vector in B - A with minimal
norm: Ilvll = <5.

(ii) The constant <5 is attained (i.e., the infimum inf IIA - BII is
attained) if and only if v E B - A. In particularly, <5 is attained lvhenever
B - A is closed.

(iii) Also,

In fact, (*) characterizes P B A (0).

Proof Only the last part needs a proof. If V=PB_A(O), then Ilvll =<5
and by Kolmogorov's criterion <B - A - v, 0 - v) = <B - A, - v) + <5 2 :!( 0
and this verifies (*). Conversely, let v E X be a vector satisfying (*). We
would like to show that v = P B _ A (0) and may assume <5 > O. Pick a
sequence bn- an E B - A with Ilbn - anll -> <5. Then

thus II v II = <5. Suppose v' is another vector satisfying (*). So does (v + v' )/2
and by what we just proved II v II = II v'II = II (v + v' )/211 = <5. The strict convexity
of X implies v=v'; therefore, PB_A(O)=v is the only vector which
satisfies (*). I

An interpretation of the vector v in the framework of convex program
ming can be found in [2].

Consider now the points in A (rsp. B) nearest to B (rsp. A):

E:= {a E A: d(a, B) = <5}, F:= {b E B: d(b, A) = <5}.

Three simple examples illustrate the definition:

(l) If X:= 1R 2
, A := {(x, y): x> 0, y ~ Ilx}, and B := {(x, 0): x E IR},

then v = 0, <5 = 0, E = F = 0.
(2) If X:=1R 2, A :={(x, I):XEIR}, B:={(x,y):X2+y2:!(l}, then

v=O, <5=0, E=F=AnB= {(O, I)}.

(3) If X:= 1R 2
, A:= {(x, -2):XEIR}, B:= {(x, y): lxi, Iyl:!( l}, then

v=(O, 1), <5= I, E= {(x, -2): Ixl:!( I}, F=E+v.
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We collect some basic facts about the nearest point sets, E and F. Part (i)
in the next lemma was proved by Cheney and Goldstein [6].

LEMMA 2.2. (i) E=Fix(PAPB), F=Fix(PBP A).

(ii) E, F are closed convex sets.

(iii) If <5 is attained, then E, Fare nonempty.

(iv) If E or F is nonempty, then c5 is attained. MoreOl,er,

PBe=e+v=PFe(eEE), PAf=f-v=Pf.f(fEF), so

E + v = F, E = A (\ (B - v), F = (A + v) (\ B.

For the rest, suppose that <5 is attained. Then

(v) <A - E, v) ~ 0, <B - F, - v ) ~ 0, and <E - E, v) = <F - F, v)
=0.

(vi) PFx = PEx + V.

(vii) If A = ii + M, B = b+ N are closed affine subspaces (i.e., M, N
are closed subspaces and ii, bE X), then E, F are also affine and

Proof (ii) follows from continuity and convexity of the distance
functions d( " A), d( " B).

(iii) If <5 is attained, then by Lemma 2.1(ii) vEB-A, say v=b-a.
It is easy to check that PBa = b, P Ab = a. Thus a E E and bE F.

(iv) Fix e E E. Then IIPBe-ell = band PBe - e E B - A. By
Lemma 2.1, P Be - e = v. The rest of (iv) follows.

(v) Fix e E E. Then P Be = e + v (by (iv» and Kolmogorov's criterion
yields <B - PBe, e - PBe) = <B - (e + v), -v) ~ O. Since E + v = F
(by (iv», we conclude <B - F, -v) ~ O. The inequality <A - E, v) ~ 0 is
proved analogously. Now E~A, F~B, so in particular <E-E,v),
<F - F, - v ) ~ 0 implying <E - E, v) = <F - F, - v ) = O.

(vi) Let eo :=PEx. Then for any eEE,

=<e-eo,x-eo)+<e-eo, -v)

= <(e + v) - (eo + v), x - (eo + v) ).

(by Kolmogorov's criterion)

(by (v»

Since E+v=F, we have <F-(eo+v), x-(eo+v»~O, thus by
Kolmogorov's criterion P FX = eo + v = PEX + V.
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(vii) As observed in Section 1,

and

for every vector y in X. Now if e" e2 E E and ).1' ).2 E IR with ).1 + ).2 = 1,
then by linearity of P N and (iv),

PB().leI +A2e2)-(A,e l +A2 e2)

=b+PN().le l +).2e2- b )-(A 1e 1 +A2e2)

= Al (b + P N(e 1 - b) - ed + ).2(b + P N (e2 - b) - e2)

= A\(PBel - ed + A2(PBe2 - e2)= v;

thus, Al el + A2e2 is not only in A but also in E. Therefore E is affine, and
so is F=v+E. Choose nlEM S.t. ii+mEE. By (v),

(A - (ii + m), v) = (M, v) ::::; 0,

so V E M 1- and similarly v E N 1-. I

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose bn - an E B - A is a sequence such that
Ilbn- anll -+ O. Then

bn-an->v

and every weak cluster point of (anl (rsp. (b n)) lies in E (rsp. F). Conse
quently, if 0 is not attained, then Ilanll, Ilbnll -+ +00.

Proof Any weak cluster point of (b n- an) lies in B - A and has norm
less or equal to O. But the only point with this property is v (by Lem
ma 2.1 (i l). Hence bn - an ->0. v. Since X has the Kadec-Klee property, we
obtain bn- an -+ v. Assume now that a* is a weak cluster point of (an), say
an' ->0. a* for some subsequence (n' ) of (n). Then bn. ->0. a* + v E B and hence
a* E E. Similarly, every weak cluster point of (bnl lies in F. Finally, if 0 is
not attained, then (by Lemma 2.2(iv)) E= F= 0 and (an), (b n ) cannot
have weak cluster points. I

3. THE MAIN RESULT

For every integer n ~ 1, the terms of the sequences of Dykstra's algo
rithm (or more shortly Dykstra sequences) are defined as follows:

Po :=qo :=0,

an :=PA(bn- I+ Pn-ll,

bn :=PB(all+qn-Jl,

bo :=x,

PII :=b,,_\ + PII __ I-a",

qn :=an+qn-l- b".

(DA)
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We sometimes refer to the sequences (an), (b n) (rsp. (Pn), (qn)) as the main
sequences (rsp. auxiliary sequences) of Dykstra's algorithm.

We should note that some authors prefer other auxiliary sequences and
thus their formulae for the algorithm look different. Of course, the main
sequences are the same and it is easy to make a "conversion table" for
different formulations.

Let us collect the basic properties of the Dykstra sequences.

LEMMA 3.1. The sequence (an)n;;> I (rsp. (bn)n;;> I)) lies in A (rsp. B). Also,
for every integer n ~ 1:

(i) <Pn,an-A), <qn,bn-B)~O,

(ii) Pn=LZ~1 (bk_I-ad, qn=LZ~1 (ak-bd,

(iii) x = an + Pn+ qn_ 1 = bn+ Pn+ qn,

(iv) Ilan-bnli ~ Ilbn-an+11I ~ Ilan+l-bn+lll.
Proof Part (i) follows directly from the definition (DA) of the Dykstra

sequences and Kolmogorov's criterion. Part (ii) is an easy induction.
Part (iii) is also proved inductively using (ii). We prove (iv):

Ilan- bnl1 2= Ilbn- an +111 2 + Ilan+1- anl1 2+ 2<bn- an +I, an +1- an)

~ Ilbn- an+111 2 + 2<Pn+ 1 - Pn, an+1 -an)

~llbn-an+I/l2 (by (i))

= II an +I - bn+I f + II bn+I - bn11 2 + 2<an + I - bn+I , bn+1 - bn)

~ II an +1 - bn+1 11 2 +2<qn+1 - qn' b" +1 - bn)

(by (i)) I

The following formulae are crucial for our analysis. Similar formulae
appear also in the articles by Boyle and Dykstra [4] and Iusem and
De Pierro [16J and play an equally important role there.

LEMMA 3.2. Suppose a E A, bE B, and u := b - a. Then

(i) for 1~m~n:

n-I
Ilam-aI1 2=lla,,-af+ I {llak-bkf+llbk-ak+lf+2<ak-bbu)}

k~m

,,-1

+2 I [<qk-l,bk_1-bk)+<Pk,ak-ak+I)J
k=m

+2[<qn_l,bn_ 1 -b)+<Pn,an-a)

-<qm_l,bm_1-b)-<Pm,am-a)J.
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(ii) for O~m~n:

/I

Ilbm-bll z
= Ilb/l-bf+ L {llbk-1-akf

/I

+2 L [(Pk l,ak l-ak)+(qk-l,bk-1-bk)J
k=m+ I

+ 2[ (P/I' a/l- a) + (q/l' b/l- b)

- (Pm' am - a) - (qm, bm- h)].

Proof (i)

Ilam- allz = Ilam- bmf + 2(am-hm' hm- a) + Ilhm - allz

= lIam+, -af+ Ilam-hmf+ Ilh m-am+lll z

+ 2<am- Om' hm- b) + 2<bm- am+l' am + I - a)

+2<am-hm, u)

= Ilam+ I _aII Z + Ilam-hmII Z+ Ilhm-am+lIIZ+2<am-hm' u)

+2(qm-qm l,hm-b)+2(Pm+l-Pm,am+1 -a)

= Ilam+l-aII Z + {llam-hmII Z+ Ilhm-am+lf+2<am-hm, U)}l

+ 2{ (qm-- l' bm_ I - bm) + (Pm, am - am+l)}z

+ 2{ <qn" bm- b) + <Pm+ I' am+1 - a) - <qm-l, hm- 1 - b)

Now substitute similarly for II am + I - a liz to get II am - a liz =

Ilam+z-all z + ... and repeat until Ilam-all z = Ila/l-af+ .... One gets
the desired formula by observing that the { }I' { } z-brackets add up to
the two L-sums in the formula and that the { }rbracket telescopes.
Part (ii) is proved in the same manner. I

The power of these formulae lies in our knowledge about the signs of the
terms. Indeed, because of Lemma 3.1 (i), we recognize the structure

n --- I

Ilam-allz=llall-all z + L {llbk_l-akllz+llak-bkllz
k=m+ I

(1)
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n-I
Ilb m -bIl 2

= Ilbn-bf+ L {llak -bk I1 2 + Ilbk- ak+111 2
k=m+ J

425

(2)

where limn rx(m, n), limn f3(m, n) are strictly bigger than - 00. Therefore,

n

Jim L {liok-bkll2+IIbk-ak+1112+2(bk-ak+!' -u)}
n k ~ I

are strictly less than + 00. Under additional hypothesis, interesting conse
quences can be drawn. We extract the rather simple but very useful idea in
the following.

OBSERVATION 3.3. Suppose (X n ), (y,J are sequences in X such that

for some vector u in X. Suppose further that the partial sums

n

L {IIYk ··1 -xkf + II xk - hll 2 + 2(Xk - h, u)},
k ~ 1

n

L {IIXk-YkI1 2+ IIYk- Xk+111 2+ 2(Yk- Xk+I' -u)},
k~1

are bounded above. Because of

IIYk_I- XkI1 2 + Ilxk- Ykf+2(xk- Yb U)

= (1IYk-1 - xkf -lluI1 2
) + Ilxk - Yk + uf

and

IIxk- Yk1l 2+ IIYk-xk+11I2+2<Yk-xk+l, -u)

= (II xk - YkI1 2 -lIuI1 2
) + Ilxk + 1 - h +uf,

the above partial sums consist entirely of nonnegative terms. Consequently,
the corresponding series together with

L (1IYk-1 - .\A 2 -lluI1 2
),

k

L IIYk- Xk- uI1 2,
k
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L (1Ix k - YkI1 2 -lluI1 2
),

k

L IIYk- Xk+l- UI1
2

k

are convergent. In particular, Yk - Xk, Yk - Xk + 1~ U.

We apply this observation to Dykstra's algorithm:

COROLLARY 3.4. The Dykstra sequences (an), (b n) satisfy

Moreover,

If d(A, B) is not attained, then lIanll, Ilbnll ~ +00.
If d(A, B) is attained, then (an), (b n) are bounded and the series

n n

n n

are convergent.

Proof Case 1. d(A, B) is not attained.

Claim. infnIlan-bnli =infn Ilbn-an+tll =d(A, B).

By Lemma 3.1(iv), the infima coincide and are limits of the sequences
(ilan-bnll), (lIb n-an+1 11). Assume to the contrary that the common limit,
say L, is strictly bigger than d(A, B). Pick UEB-A S.t. d(A, B)< Ilull <L.
Observation 3.3 applies for this vector u and the sequences (an), (bn) and
results in bn - an ~ u. This contradicts the definition of L and verifies the
claim. The claim, together with Lemma 2.3, yields all we have announced
for this case.

Case 2. d(A, B) is attained.

Again Observation 3.3 applies, this time for v and (an), (bn). So once
more bn - an, bn - an + 1 --+ V and the four series are convergent. Moreover,
choosing u = V, we see that every term of the L -sums in (1) and (2) is non
negative. Therefore the sequences (an), (b n) are bounded. I

The following Lemma was also used and a stronger version of it proved
by GafTke and Mathar [12]. An elementary proof based solely on the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality can be found in [1].
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LEMMA 3.5. Suppose (~n)' (I1n) are sequences s.t. L ~~, L 11~ are finite.
Then

n

limn I~nl . I lI1kl = o.
k ~ I

LEMMA 3.6. Suppose d(A, B) is attained. Let I be a vector in F, n be a
positive integer, and e := I-v. Then

+ <v+an-bn, Pn-nv).

On the right side, the lirst three terms are nonpositive and the last term
satisfies

limn I<v+an-bn, Pn-nv)1 =0.

Proof By Lemma 3.1(iii),

<I-bn, x-bn) = <I-bn, qn+ Pn)

= <I - bn, q,,) + <e - an, Pn) + <v + an - b,,, Pn)'

Now <v+an-bn,Pn)=n·<v+a,,-bn,v)+<v+a,,-bn,Pn-nv) and
this gives the formula. The first term, <1- bn, qn), is clearly nonpositive
by Lemma3.I(i). The same is true for the second term, because eEA by
Lemma 2.2(iv). Using Lemma 2.1(*), we obtain (with 15 = d(A, B))

<v + an - bn, v) = IIvl1 2 + <an - bn, v) = 15 2 + <an - bn, v) ~ 15 2 + (_15 2
) = 0

and the nonpositivity of the third term. It remains to investigate the last
term. By Lemma 3.I(ii), Pn - nv = L.Z~ I (b k- 1 -ak - v); thus, involving the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

n

I<v+a,,-bn, Pn-nv)1 ~ Ilv+a,,-bnll· L Ilbk l-ak-vll·
k~ 1

Viewing the latter term as a term of a sequence, we conclude that the limit
inferior of this sequence is 0 (by Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 3.5). Therefore,
the proof is complete. I

THEOREM 3.7. Suppose d(A, B) is attained. Then an~PEx, bn~PFX.

Proof Let (n') be a subsequence of (n) s.t. limn ,< v + a", - b"" Pn - n'v)
= 0, limn,llbA exists, and 1* := weak-limn' bn , exists. This is possible by
Lemma 3.6, Corollary 3.4, and the Eberlein-Smulian Theorem (see, e.g., the
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book by Holmes [15]). The notation for f* is justified: f* lies in F by
Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 2.3. Now fix an arbitrary vector f in F. Then

(f - f*, x-f*) = Ilf*11 2- (f,f*) - (f*, x) + (I, x)

~ lim [llb ll ,11
2- (I, b ll ,) - (h ll " x) + (I, x)]

n'

= lim (f -b n " x- b,t') ~O.
n'

We used the weak lower semicontinuity of 11.11 2 and the weak convergence
of the sequence (h ll ,) to establish the first inequality; the second inequality
is implied by Lemma 3.6 and the choice of (n'). Since f was arbitrary,
Kolmogorov's criterion yields

f* = P f <'(·

Now if we choose f = f*, then the above chain of inequalities becomes one
of equalities implying limn' Ilbn,lI = Ilf*ll. By the Kadec-Klee property,
limn' bn, = f*. Let e* :=f* - v. Having established the norm convergence
of the sequence (b n ,), we conlude from Lemma 3.6 that

lim (f* - bn" qn')'
n'

lim (e* - all" Pn') = O.
n'

By Lemma 3.2(ii) (with m = n', a = e*, h = f*, u = v), we get for n ~ n'

n

Ilb n -f*f=llhn-f*11 2+ L {llbk_ 1 - a kI1 2

k~n'+ I

k =11' + I

+2[(Pn,an-e*)+(qn,bn-f*)

- (Pn" an' - e*) - (qll" hn, - f*)].

Now

Ilbk_1-akI12+ Ilak-bkI12+2(bk_l-ak' -v)

~ Ilak - bkl1 2- Ilbk _ 1- akll 2
~ IIvl1 2- Ilb k _ 1 - ak11 2,

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and definition of v. Combining with
Lemma 3.1 (i) gives the estimate

n

Ilbn,-f*f~ Ilbn- f*11 2- L [llbk_ 1-akf-llvI1 2]
k~n'+ 1

- 2[ (Pn" an' - e*) + (qn" bn, - f*)],
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and hence

Ilb,,- f*112~ Ilb",-f*f+ 2: [llbk _ 1 -ak I1 2-llvfJ
k=,,'+ I

429

But we have seen that all terms on the right hand side become small when
n' gets large (for the series, review Corollary 3.4) and therefore b" -+ f*.
Finally, again by Corollary 3.4, a" = b" - (b" - a,,) -+ f* - v = e*, and this
completes the proof. I

We summarize in the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.8. Let X be a Hilbert space, A, B closed convex subsets, and
x a point in X. Define the terms of the Dykstra sequences for every integer
n~ I by

Then

Po :=qo :=0,

a" :=PA(b,,-1 + p,,-d,

bo :=X,

P":=h,,_I+P,, I-a", (DA)

where V:=PB_A(O) and Ilvll=d(A,B). In particular, Ilb"-a,,ll,
Ilb,,-a,,+III-+d(A, B) and a,,/n, b,,/n-+O, p,,/n-+v, q,,/n-+ -v. Further
more,

If d(A, B) is not attained, then Ila"ll, Ilb"ll-+ +oc.
If d(A, B) is attained, then a" -+ PEX, b" -+ PFX, where E:=

{a E A: d(a, B) = d(A, B)}, F:= {b E B: d(b, A) = d(A, B)} are nonempty
closed convex sets with E + v = F.

Proof We have only to verify the part dealing with the Dykstra
sequences divided by n. But by Lemma 3.1(ii)

p" 1 ~-= - L. (b k _ 1 - ak),
n nk~1

so we recognize the sequences (p,,/n), (q,,/n) as arithmetic means of con
vergent sequences. By a well-known result of Cesaro, p,.In -+ v, q,,/n -+ -v.
The statement for (a,,/n), (b,,/n) follows now from Lemma 3.1(iii). I
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Remarks 3.9. Theorem 3.8 implies the following:

If An B oF 0, then d(A, B) is attained, E= F= An B and hence
a", h" --+- PAn aX. This is Theorem 2 for two sets in Boyle and Dykstra's
article [4].

• If X is finite dimensional and d(A, B) is attained, then a" --+- P EX,

b" --+- PFX, This is Theorem I in the article by Iusem and De Pierro [16].

• If d(A, B»O, then the auxiliary sequences (p,,), (q,,) are
unbounded. This may happen even when d(A, B) = 0 as Han [14]
demonstrated.

4. SOME REMARKS ON VON NEUMANN'S ALGORITHM

von Neumann's algorithm (or method of alternating projections) is
another, much less complicated attempt to find a point in the intersection
of two closed convex sets, A, B in a Hilbert space X. For a starting point
X in X, the terms of the sequences of von Neumann algorithm's are defined
by

bo :=x,

for every integer n ~ 1.
As we mentioned in Section 1, the method is well-understood in the case

where A, B are linear subspaces. Dykstra [9] pointed out that in this case
his and von Neumann's method coincide; the same is true when A, Bare
affine (with possible empty intersection), as Gaflke and Mathar [12]
remarked. In particular, Theorem 3.8 applies and yields (together with
Lemma 2.2( vii)) the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a Hilbert space, A = ii + M, B = b+ N closed
affine subspaces (here M, N are closed subspaces and ii, bE X), and X a point
in X. Define for any integer n ~°the terms of the von Neumann sequences
by

Then

bo :=x, and
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where V:=PB_A(O) and vEM1- n N1-. In particular, Ilbn-anll,
Ilbn- an + III -> dCA, B) and an/n, bn/n -> O. Moreover,

lf dCA, B) is not attained, then lIanll, Ilbnll -> 00.

lf dCA, B) is attained, then

where E:= {aEA: dCa, B)=d(A, B)}, F:= {bEB: deb, A)=d(A, B)} are
nonempty closed affine subspaces with E + v = F.

Remark 4.2. von Neumann's result is included as the case where A, B
are closed subspaces (and hence dCA, B)=O and attained). Deutsch [7]
observed that von Neumann's algorithm works for intersecting affine
closed subspaces. His results can be used to obtain a different proof of the
case in the last theorem, where dCA, B) is attained (see [I]).

The question arises if the case "d(A, B) is not attained" occurs. The
(somewhat counter-intuitive) answer is yes.

EXAMPLE 4.3. Suppose X is a Hilbert space containing two closed sub
spaces M, N with non-closed sum, e.g., as constructed by Franchetti and
Light [11]. Assume that M + N 1- contains a unit vector u (otherwise we
embed X, M, N into X x IR in the obvious way). Fix a vector Z E M + N\
(M + N) and a nonnegative real number <5. Define

A:=M, B:= N + <5(z + u).

Then d(A, B) = <5 and dCA, B) is attained if and only if <5 = O.

Conclusion. If <5 > 0, then the von Neumann sequences tend to infinity.
If <5 = 0, then the von Neumann sequences converge "arbitrarily slowly," as
demonstrated by Franchetti and Light [11].

This indicates that the closedness of B - A plays an important role. We
discuss this in more detail in the next section. We return to the discussion
of the general von Neumann algorithm, i.e., A, B are arbitrary closed con
vex sets. The following properties of the von Neumann sequence are
immediate by Kolmogorov's criterion.

LEMMA 4.4. The sequence (a"k" 1 (rsp. (b n),,;. I) lies in A (rsp. B). For
any integer n ~ I:

(i) <bn_l-an,an-A), <an-bn,bn-B)~O;

(ii) Ilan-bnll ~ Ilbn-a,,+111 ~ Ilan+l-bn+lll.
The following Lemma is the counterpart to Lemma 3.2.
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LEMMA 4.5. Suppose a E A, bE B, and u := b - a. Then for I ~ m ~ n:

/1-1

k=m

11--1

+ L [<ak-bbbk-b)+<bk-ak+l,ak+l-a)];
k~m

k =m+ J

n

+2 L [<bk_l-abak-a)+<ak-bbbk-b)J.
k=m+1

Proof (i)

Ila m - al1 2 = Ilam - bm l1 2 + Ilb m - al1 2 + 2<am - bm, bm - a)

= Ilam - bmf + Ilbm - am + "1 2 + Ila m+1- ar

+2<bm-am +l' am+1-a)

Repeat this for Ila"'+I-ar until one reaches Ila n -aI1 2
. Part (ii) is proved

similarly. I
We observe that the formulae for the von Neumann sequences are of the

same structure as the formulae (l), (2) in the last section for the Dykstra
sequences. So Observation 3.3 applies and we can imitate the proof of
Corollary 3.4 to obtain

COROLLARY 4.6. The von Neumann sequences (an)' (b n) satisfy

Moreover: If d(A, B) is not attained, then Ilanll, Ilbnll -> +00. If d(A, B) is
attained, then (an), (bn) are bounded and the series

L (IIbn _l -anI1 2 -llvn, L Ilbn-an-vr,

I (IIa n-bnI1 2 -llvI1 2
), L Ilbn-an+l-vf

are convergent.
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We will show that (an), (b n) are weakly convergent when dCA, B) is
attained. To do so, we need a result on nonexpansive maps proved by
Reich [20]. Since we need only a very special case of it, we give the proof.
Recall that a map Q is called nonexpansive if it is Lipschitz continuous with
Lipschitz constant less or equal to 1 on its domain. It is easy to check that
the composition of nonexpansive maps is nonexpansive. Also, using
Kolmogorov's criterion, one verifies that projections are nonexpansive.

LEMMA 4.7. Suppose Q: X ~ X is nonexpansive, Fix Q # 0, and the
sequence

XOEX, (n ~O)

has no weak cluster points outside Fix Q. Then (x n) is weakly convergent.

Proof Since Fix Q # 0, the sequence (xn) is bounded. In fact, for any
cEFix Q:

are convergent. Choosing CI , C2 as weak cluster points of (x n ) and sub
tracting the corresponding sequences (t) shows that (x n , Cl -C2»)nEN
is convergent. But since cl' C2 are weak cluster points we conclude
(C 1,CI-C2)=(C2,C 1 -C2) orc l =c2' I

We now obtain the main result of this section.

THEOREM 4.8. Let X be a Hilbert space, A, B closed convex subsets, and
x a point in X. Define the terms of the von Neumann sequences by

bo :=x, (vN)

for n~O. Then bn-an, bn-an+l~v, where V=PB_A(O) and
Ilvll =d(A, B). In particular, Ilbn-anll, Ilbn-an+lll ~d(A, B) and an/n,
bn/n ~ O. If dCA, B) is not attained, then Ilanll, Ilbnll ~ +00. If dCA, B) is
attained, then

bn ->. f* = e* + v E F,

for some e*EE:={aEA:d(a,B)=d(A,B)} and F:={bEB:d(b,A)=
d(A, B)}, where E, F are closed convex sets with E + v = F.
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Proof Only the last part needs a proof, the rest is easy. By Lem
mata2.3, 2.2(i), every weak cluster point of (bn)=((PBPAtx) lies in
F= Fix(PBPA). Hence Lemma 4.7 yields the weak convergence of (b n ) to
some f* E F and an = bn - (b n - an)~ f* - VEE. I

COROLLARY 4.9 (Theorem 4 in the Paper of Cheney and Goldstein [6]).
If d(A, B) is attained and A or B is locally compact, then the von Neumann
sequences (an), (b n) are convergent.

Remarks 4.10.

It is not surprising that parts of Theorem 4.8 may be proved by a
nonexpansive mapping approach. Bruck and Reich [5] introduced the
class of strongly nonexpansive mappings, to which P A' P B belong and their
theory applies.

• It is a long standing open question as to whether or not the
convergence of the von Neumann sequences can actually be only weak. For
some positive results on norm convergence, see [2] and the references
therein.

5. FURTHER REMARKS ON DYKSTRA'S ALGORITHM

Let X be a Hilbert space and A, B closed convex subsets. By Lemma 2.1,
the distance d(A, B) between A and B is attained if and only if P B- A(0) E

B - A. It is important to know when d(A, B) is attained, because if so then
the sequences (an), (b n ) in Dykstra's (rsp. von Neumann's) algorithm are
norm (rsp. weakly) convergent!

Clearly,

d(A, B) is attained whenever

(l)AnB#0 or (2) B - A is closed.

For applications, it is a priori not always known whether a problem is
feasible or not, i.e., whether, or not (l) holds. The sufficient condition (2)
has the advantage that it does not require knowledge of A n B. We now
give a list of sufficient conditions for (2).

FACTS 5.1. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for B - A to be
closed and therefore for d(A, B) to be attained:

(i) One set (i.e., A or B) is bounded.

(ii) Both sets are polyhedral.
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(iii) Both sets are closed affine subspaces and one set has finite dimen
sion or codimension.

(iv) One set is locally compact and the intersection of the recession
cones of both sets is linear.

Sketch of the Proof (i) Since one set is bounded, it is weakly com
pact. Hence weak closedness of B - A is proved readily, since for convex
sets being weakly closed is the same as being closed.

(ii) First we must say what we mean by a polyhedral set. We call a
set polyhedral if it is the intersection of a finite number of halfspaces. In
turn a halfspace is a lower level set of some non-zero continuous linear
functional. Clearly, polyhedra are closed. If X is finite-dimensional, then the
difference of two polyhedra is again a polyhedron. For a proof, the reader
is referred to Sect. 19 in the monograph by Rockafellar [21]. We claim
that this remains true for infinite dimensional X. The difficulty in proving
this stems from the fact that, unlike in finite dimension, a polyhedron is not
a finitely generated set. A complete proof for the general case will appear
in the thesis of the first author.

(iii) Let A = ii + M, B = b+ N, where M, N are closed subspaces and
ii, bE X. Clearly, B - A is closed <=>M + N is closed. The result now follows
by Sect. 9, Coro. 1, in the book by Holmes [15] and Corollary 35.6 in the
book by Jameson [17].

(iv) This is a lemma in Sect. 15 of Holmes' book [15]. Recall the
definition of the recession cone 0 + (S) for a set S in X: 0 + (S) :=
{x E X: x + S £ S}. If S is closed and convex, then 0 + (S) := {x E S:
x = (weak-) limn tnsn, tn~ 0, tn ---> 0, Sn E S}. I

EXAMPLE 5.2. Let H:= t 2( N) and L be the linear and continuous
operator

L: H ---> H: (x n ) ~G::).
Define further I={x=(xn)EH:lxnl~1 for all n}, y:=(l/2n) and note
that y E L(I) \L(I), since

L(l, 1, ..., 1,0,0, ... ) ---> y

n-times

and (1)¢H.

The set L(I) is unbounded but linearly bounded (i.e., it contains no rays),
and contained in I. Now let v E IR and define

X := H x H x IR, Bv := H x {O} x {v},

A := [graph (LI / ) x {O}] + (0, y, 0),

640/79/3·9
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where graph e·u = {(x, Lx) E H x H: x E I}. But

Bf' - A = (0,0, v) + {[H x {o} x {o} J - [graph( L1 / ) x {O}] - (0, y, o)}

= (0, 0, v)+ {[Hx L(/) x {O}J - (0, y, OJ},

and therefore

PB,-AO, 0, 0)= (0, 0, v), d(A, B,) = lvi,

where d(A, Btl is not attained. Consequently, the Dykstra sequence (an) in
A will tend to infinity (for every starting point). However, A is unbounded
but linearly bounded, so 0 + (A) = {O}. Thus if weak-lim tna" = d, where
tn-> 0, tn~ 0, then dE 0 + (A), so d = 0. In particular, a,rlilanil -'"°and
there is no chance of proving in general that (an/llanll) converges even
weakly to a non-zero direction.

Note that the sets involved in this example are not artificial: One is a
closed affine subspace, the other the restriction of a graph. Also, the
distance between both sets can be chosen arbitrarily.

EXAMPLE 5.3. Let X be [R2, R > 0, and define

A:= {(x, Y)EX: y= R}, B := {(x, y) E X: x 2+ y2 ~ I}.

Let x := (ao, R) be the starting point of either algorithm where ao> °and
if R < I, then ao> (1 - R 2 )li2. Both algorithms produce sequences (a,,),
(b,,), where the sequence (a,,) lies in A and thus its terms are of the form

for n ~ 0. It is easy to see that the limit of the sequence (an) is the same for
both algorithms. With some work one can be quite precise about the con
vergence rates; see [3 J and [1 J for more details. We summarize the
behaviour of the sequence (an) in the following table:

O<R< I

R=I

I<R

o

o

von Neumann Dykstra

an + 1-(I-R2 )'i
2~ 1_ (I_R 2 )3i2

a
n

- (1- R 2 )1.2 au

__a,,-n_~ I

G:J 11
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The example lays bare remarkable facts:

The rate of convergence for the Dykstra sequence (a,J depends,
unlike the rate of convergence for the von Neumann sequence (a,,), on the
starting point.

• In this example, the rate of convergence for the Dykstra sequence
(a,,) is always worse than the rate of convergence for the von Neumann
sequence (a,,). If R < I, then although both sequences yield geometric
convergence, the rate for the Dykstra sequence (an) can be arbitrarily
close to 1 (by choosing Go large enough). If R> 1, then we even observe
a qualitative difference: geometric convergence for the von Neumann
sequence (an) versus the much slower "arithmetic" convergence for
Dykstra's sequence (an)'

Both algorithms have their characteristic pros and cons:

Dykstra's algororithm can be "slow" and probably does not allow an easy
error-analysis (dependence on starting point in the above example).
However, Dykstra's algorithm yields "nearest points via norm convergence,"
as Theorem 3.8 shows.

von Neumann algorithm's is very easy to compute and probably "faster"
than Dykstra's algorithm. Unfortunately, only weak convergence results
are established for the general case.

6. FINITELY MANY SETS

We apply our main results on the two algorithms in a product setting.
Throughout this section, let X be a Hilbert space, C 1 , C 2 , , CN(N~2)

closed convex subsets with corresponding projections PI' P2 , , P N and x
a point in X.

A clever product approach, due to Pierra [19] and developed by Flam
and Zowe [10] and Iusem and De Pierro [16], is as follows: Given strictly
positive weights }'l' A2 , ... , AN' i.e., L;v~ I Ai = 1, define

N

X := n (X, }'i(" . »,
;= 1

For the distance of two points Y= (Yl, ..., YN), Z = (z l' ... , ZN) E X we have
Ily-zf=L~~1 Ai Ily;-z;11 2

, which implies

N

1:= inf I }.;d 2(y, C;) = d 2(A, B).
yEX ;= I
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Using Kolmogorov's criterion, we readily verify

(
N N N)

PA(Yl, , YN)= i~1 Ad'i' i~l AiY" ..., i~1 AiYi ,

PB(YI, Y2' , YN)= (PI YI' P2Y2, ..., PNYN)'

Consequently,

E := {a E A: d(a, B) = d(A, B)} = Fix(P A P B)

={(y,y, ... ,Y)EX:Y=£ A.iPiY}
,~ I

= {(Y, y, ... , y) E X:£ Aj d2(y, Ci ) = I}.
1= 1

Define

N

C:= nC i ,

i= 1

(by Lemma 2.2(i))

N

= arginf L Ai d
2
(., C),

i~ I

and observe that (i) E is closed and convex, (ii) E is nonempty if and only
if I is attained, and (iii) if C is nonempty, then E= C.

THEOREM 6.1. Define 2N + 1 sequences (an)' (b~), (q~), by

b~ :=x, q~ :=0,

N

an+I := L: }'j!y", b~+1 :=Pi(an+l+q~), q~+l :=an+l+q~-b~+I'
j~1

for n~O and i= 1, 2, ... , N. Then L:;v~l }'i Ilb;,-anf, L:~~I }'i Ilb~-an+lf

-> I and anln, b;.!n, b;,ln, ... , b~/n ->0. Moreover,

If I is not attained, then Ila"ll, max{ Ilb;,II, Ilb;,ll, ..., Ilb~'II} -> 00.

If I is attained, then

for i= 1,2, ... , N.
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Proof Apply Theorem 3.8 to X, A, B, and (x, x, ..., x).
Since A is an affine closed set, the auxiliary sequence (Pn) need not be

taken into account, as GafTke and Mathar [12] noted. I
Remarks 6.2.

• If C is nonempty, then the sequences (an), (b~) converge to P eX.

• The theorem generalizes Theorems 3 and 4 in the article by Iusem
and De Pierro [16] who assumed that X is finite-dimensional and that I
is attained. We should note that Iusem and De Pierro [16] used a different
auxiliary sequence, so their algorithm looks different on the first sight.

• A geometric interpretation of the set

F:= {b E B: d(b, A) = d(B, A)} = Fix(PBPA)

can be found in [2].

The next theorem follows easily from Theorem 4.1.

THEOREM 6.3. Suppose that C l' ... , eN are closed affine subspaces and
define the terms of the sequence (an) by

N

an+ I := L )'iPian,
i~ 1

for n~ 1. Then L~~I Ai Ilan-Pianf, L~~l Ai IIPian-all+lf~I and an/n,
Plan/n, P2an/n, ..., PNan/n~O. Moreover,

If I is not attained, then Ilanll, max{IIP1anll, IIP2 a nll, ..., IIPNallll} ~ oc.

If I is attained, then

and E is a nonempty closed affine subspace.

In our general setting we obtain at least the following theorem on
weighted projections (by Theorem 4.8).

THEOREM 6.4. Define the terms of the sequence (an) by

N

an + 1 := L AiPian,
i= 1

for n~1. Then L~~lAillall-PiaIl1l2, L~~IAiIIPiall-an+lf~Iforn~1.
Moreover,
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If I is not attained, then Ilanll, max{ liP, anll, IIP2anll, ..., IIP/Vanll} -> 00.

If I is attained, then

an~ e*,

for some e* E E.

Remarks 6.5.

• If X is finite-dimensional, then (an) converges in norm.

• If C is nonempty, then (an) converges weak!.v to some point in C.

If X is finite-dimensional and C is nonempty, then (an) converges in
norm to some point in C. This also follows by Theorem 1 in the paper by
Flam and ZOlve [10] lvhich studies a very general iteration scheme in
Euclidean spaces.

In view of the last theorems, it is important to know when E is non
empty. The next lemma generalizes Theorem 5 in the paper of Iusem and
De Pierro [16].

LEMMA 6.6. E is nonempty or equivalently I is attained whenever (at
least) one of the following conditions hold:

(i) C is nonempty.

(ii) X is finite-dimensional and C" C2' ..., CN are polyhedral.

(iii) One ()[ the sets C t , ... , eN is hounded.

(iv) There exist points c;* E C; such that for i, j E {t, 2, ... , N}:

PjCr = ct·
Proof (i), (ii) E is nonempty if and only if E is. In turn E is nonempty

when B - A is closed; see Lemma 2. t (ii). The conclusion now follows from
Facts 5.1.

(iii) In this case, the weakly lower semi-continuous function
L~~ , A;d 2

( ., C;) has weakly compact lower level sets and therefore I is
attained.

(iv) Fix iE {t, 2, ..., N}. Then CfEPj-I(C;*) for j= t, 2, ... , N but the
last set is convex and thus contains L7~ ,Ajcf =: c*. Hence Pjc* = c* and,
since i was chosen arbitrarily, c* is a fixed point of L: Aj Pi' Thus E is
nonempty. I

Remark 6.7. Define the N sets

F, :=Fix(PIPNPN_I"'P3P2),

F2 := Fix(P2P 1 PNPN- 1 .. , P4 P 3),
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As fixed point sets of nonexpansive maps in a strictly convex space, the sets
F 1, ••• , F N are closed and convex. Results of Bruck and Reich [5] allow one
to prove that the sets F}, ..., FN are actually translates of each other!

• If C is nonempty, then F} = F2 = ... = FN = C.

If N = 2, then F I is the set of points in C I nearest to C2 and vice
versa for F 2 (by Lemma 2.2(i».

• If N ~ 3, then unfortunately this intuitive geometric interpretation
of the sets F I , ... , FN is lost: take C I to be a singleton, say C I = {c}}, and
C 2 , C 3 , ... , CN as you like. Then

and therefore aspects of the "relative geometry" between the sets, e.g.,
whether or not d( C2' C3) is attained, are irrelevant for the sets F}, ... , F"..

Concerning von Neumann's algorithm, we can prove the following
theorem.

THEOREM 6.8. Define the terms of the von Neumann sequence (x,.) by

Then either the sets F}, F2 , ... , F N are empty and the sequence (x,,) tends to
infinity or the sets F I , ... , F N are nonempty and the N subsequences

tend weakly to limits fl, f2, ... , f N where ./; E F; for i = I, 2, ..., N, and the
weak limits are connected by

also

are norm convergent to vectors VI' ... , vN , where

and

VI + V2 + ... + V N = O.

We omit the proof since the theorem is not III its final form. Related
results were established by Gubin et al. [13].
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In the case where F I , ••• , F N are nonempty, we also have that

This supports the following conjecture on Dykstra's algorithm.

Conjecture. If (xn ) denotes the main sequence of Dykstra's algorithm
with starting point x, then either F I , F2 , ... , FN are empty and (xn ) tends to
infinity or F 1 , ... , F N are nonempty and the sequences

tend in norm to
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